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1. STATEMENT OF REASONS 

Introduction 

1.1 Local Development Orders (LDOs) were introduced with the Planning and Compulsory 

Purchase Act 2004 and allow local planning authorities to extend permitted development 

rights for certain forms of development. The Planning Act 2008 removes the requirement that 

LDOs should implement policies set out in adopted local development documents. 

1.2 Article 38 of the Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (Order) 

2015 (DMPO) paragraph (1) outlines that where a Local Planning Authority propose to make a 

local development order (LDO) they shall first prepare: 

(a) A draft of the order; and 

(b) A statement of their reasons for making the order’. 

1.3 The DMPO states that ‘the statement of reasons must contain: 

(a) A description of the development which the order would permit; and 

(b) A plan or statement identifying the land to which the order would relate. 

1.4 The text in this document acts as the statement of reasons for making the LDO. A plan 

identifying the land to which the LDO relates is attached at Appendix 1 of this document. 

Background 

1.5 Building on the resurgence of advanced manufacturing and Government's re-commitment to 

positioning the UK as a leading force in the global advanced engineering and manufacturing 

arena, a supplier park situated on the former Michelin site will complement the Lancashire 

Enterprise Zone at Samlesbury and Warton, which will become a national focal point for the 

sector, and a driving force for the Lancashire economy. Lancashire is one of the most 

important centres for high technology manufacturing in the UK, second only to the South East. 

Accounting for a quarter of local GVA, the sector directly and indirectly affects all aspects of 

Lancashire's £23.3bn economy. 
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1.6 The Burnley Aerospace Supplier Park site will support growth and capacity in the supply 

chain, enabling SMEs to gain efficiencies from modern premises, accommodate growth and 

benefit from collaborative services. 

1.7 The site is already part occupied by Aircelle, part of the French owned Saffron Group, which 

employs over 900 people, and specialises in manufacturing parts for Airbus. Hychrome, part 

of US owned Score GP and local business BCW, are also located on the site and are growing 

in the supply chain. 

1.8 Research shows that businesses in the target sectors need designated sites with modern 

premises. There is a latent demand in the area for quality industrial space from local firms 

seeking to grow. Research highlights that a lack of appropriate sites and ageing stock of 

premises acts as a barrier to winning investment and supporting growth in the aerospace and 

advanced manufacturing supply chain. 

1.9 The site will aim to provide the opportunity to create 1,000 high value jobs, capitalising on new 

and emerging market opportunities in the aerospace and advanced engineering and 

manufacturing sector. 

Area Covered by the Local Development Order 

1.10 The site is approximately 34 hectares (84 acres) and is dominated by the former Michelin 

factory and associated buildings which extend to some 37,742 sq m (406,270 sq ft) and 

includes the former tyre warehouse and substation.  

1.11 Part of the site has been redeveloped and now houses the Lancashire Digital Technology 

Centre, a 2,300 sq m (25,000 sq ft) business centre which opened in 2003. The Centre is 

located at the entrance to the site and offers fully serviced, managed office and business 

space to a number of occupants ranging from hi-tech industrial businesses to small office 

occupiers.  

1.12 Aircelle currently occupies a large part of the site to the west, and in 2008, expanded its 

operation in Burnley by taking a 25-year lease on the former Michelin tyre warehouse building 

(13,190 sq m / 142,000 sq ft). As part of the agreement the building was refurbished to ensure 

it was fit for Aircelle’s purposes. 

1.13 The area covered by this Local Development Order is highlighted on the map attached at 

Appendix 1 of this document.    
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Why a Local Development Order  

1.14 The purpose of the Local Development Order is to accelerate development at the Burnley 

Aerospace Supplier Park site through simplifying the planning permission requirements on the 

site. This will give businesses and developers more certainty in an uncertain economic climate 

by detailing the specific types of development and uses which are permitted.  

1.15 The Council’s approach has been to work with local businesses regarding the production of a 

Local Development Order covering advanced engineering and manufacturing development. 

1.16 The Local Development Order authorises development within Class B (as set out in para. 2.11 

and 2.12) of the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 as amended in so far 

as it relates to advanced engineering and manufacturing. Advanced engineering and 

manufacturing typical uses may include: 

• Aerospace (30.3, 28.4, 33.16) 

• General Aviation Services (52.23) 

• High-end automotive including motorsport, electric/alternative energy vehicles, (29.1, 

29.3) 

• Computing, systems engineering and autonomous systems (62.01, 72.1) 

• Advanced flexible materials (13.96, 20.6) 

• Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment (25.4, 25.5 

and 25.6) 

• Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products (26.1) 

• Renewable energy (27.1, 28.11) 

1.17 Development for purposes falling within the above Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 

Codes is automatically within the scope of the LDO. However, advanced engineering or 

manufacturing purposes which fall outside of the above SIC Codes, or for complementary or 

supporting or ancillary uses, would potentially also be acceptable, and where such purposes 

are proposed the Local Planning Authority, will make an assessment of each such proposed 

development to ensure that they are within the permitted uses under the LDO. 

1.18 Development outside the scope of the LDO will require the submission of a planning 

application. There are a number of key drivers behind the LDO in that it will: 
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• provide a comprehensive outline of all development that is permitted, without the need for 

further planning permission; 

• enable and facilitate economic development and allow sustainable economic growth to 

happen rapidly without further planning constraint allowing the developer to react quickly 

to economic growth opportunities; 

• enable the site to rapidly respond according to the requirements of advanced engineering 

and manufacturing firms; 

• establish a framework for the overall development of the site, which can promote and 

communicate a clear policy to stakeholders and potential investors;  

• build up confidence in and inform the community of future development;   

• improve investor and occupier clarity, certainty and confidence; 

• realise the site’s full economic potential as a centre for advanced engineering and 

manufacturing activity; 

• reduce the burden on the Local Planning Authority and consultees; and 

• demonstrate a positive approach to planning. 
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LDO Process  

1.19 The process governing the preparation and implementation of Local Development Orders is 

set out in guidance contained in DCLG Circular 01/2006 ‘Guidance on Changes to the 

Development Control System’. Below is a summary of the process to be followed: 

 

Figure 1 – LDO Process Summary Diagram 
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Legislative Framework Governing the LDO Process 

Primary Legislation 

1.20 LDO provisions are contained in sections 61 A-D of and Schedule 4A to the Town and 

Country Planning Act 1990, as amended. The primary legislative provisions related to LDO’s 

were introduced by the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and commenced in 

2006.  

Secondary Legislation 

1.21 These primary powers were amended by the commencement of Section 188 of the Planning 

Act 2008 in June 2009. The effect of this amendment was to remove the requirement that 

LDO’s must implement local plan policies. 

1.22 More detailed legal provisions on LDO’s are contained in Article 38 of and Schedule 7 to the 

Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2010 

(DMPO). The DMPO came into force in October 2015 as a consolidation of the Town and 

Country Planning (General Development Procedure) Order 1995 and instruments which have 

amended that Order.  

1.23 Article 38 of the Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (Order) 

2015 (DMPO) outlines that ‘where a local planning authority propose to make a local 

development order (LDO) they shall first prepare: 

• A draft of the order; and  

• A statement of their reasons for making the order’.  

1.24 A draft of the LDO is set out in the second part of this document. 

Planning Policy Context 

1.25 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (Paragraph 199) promotes the use of Local 

Development Orders in order to: “relax planning controls for particular areas or categories of 

development, where the impacts would be acceptable, and in particular where this would 

promote economic, social or environmental gains for the area, such as boosting enterprise.”  

1.26 Current planning policies for the area are set out in the adopted Burnley Local Plan. The land 

is allocated under Policy EW5 – Development and Improvement of Major Industrial Estates, 
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which permits the expansion and improvement of existing employment uses on identified 

industrial estates.  

1.27 The southern part of the site is designated as a Biological Heritage Site under Policy E2 – 

Nature Conservation in the Burnley Local Plan. The policy states that development likely to 

have an adverse effect on the Biological Heritage Sites or Local Nature Reserves shown on 

the Proposals Map, will not be permitted. 

1.28 A new Local Development Plan is being prepared by Burnley Borough Council. The LDO will 

also accord with emerging local development plan policies, which are being developed with 

close regard to the National Planning Policy Framework.  

Planning History 

1.29 Below is a recent planning history of the site: 

• Application Reference: APP/2008/0557 – Proposed glazed entrance porch and lift to 

existing office block; disabled parking area, access ramp and steps to new entrance – 

Granted. 

• Application Reference: APP/2008/0423 – Proposed link staircase between - former 

Michelin Building & former Smurfit Building – Approved. 

• Application Reference: APP/2003/0807 – Proposed two-storey building to form 

Technology Centre with associated car parking areas – Approved. 

• Application Reference: APP/2003/0486 – Refurbishment of existing factory buildings 

including: division into smaller units; erection of new industrial units; crèche; cafe; 

technology centre and associated site works – Approved.  

• Application Reference: APP/2002/0152 – Erection of building for use as either light 

industrial (B1), general industrial (B2) or warehousing (B8). Granted. 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

1.30 The agreed uses for the LDO site do not fall within the development projects identified in 

“Schedule 1”. 

1.31 Regulation 29 of the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) 

Regulations (Statutory Instrument 2011/1824) applies in relation to Schedule 2 development 

for which a Local Planning Authority propose to grant planning permission by local 

development order. 
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1.32 The proposals are classed as an “Urban Development Project” within Part 10, “Infrastructure 

Projects” of Schedule 2. As such the need for an Environmental Impact Assessment has to be 

considered. 

1.33 Circular 2/99 provides guidance on the regulations. In general, EIA will be needed for 

Schedule 2 developments in three main types of case. These are: 

• for major developments which are of more than local importance 

• for developments which are proposed for particularly environmentally sensitive or 

vulnerable locations, and 

• for developments with unusually complex and potentially hazardous environmental 

1.34 Prior to publishing this Local Development Order, the Burnley Borough Council  issued a 

screening opinion in accordance with the Town & Country Planning (Environmental Impact 

Assessment) (England & Wales) Regulations 1999, as amended  

1.35 The screening opinion concluded that the development will have some impact on the 

surrounding area in terms of an increase in traffic, the potential for noise and some visual 

impact. There will also be some impact on the adjacent Biological Heritage Site, in particular 

the potential for harm to great crested newts or their habitats. However, the screening opinion 

confirmed that due to the scale of development proposed, and the mitigation measures 

suggested in respect of ecological features, the impacts will not be significant. 

1.36 Therefore the Local Planning Authority considers that the impact of development proposed by 

the Local Development Order will not be so significant as to require the submission of an 

Environmental Impact Assessment.    

Consultation on the LDO 

1.37 A fundamental principal of LDOs is that they represent a partnership approach to 

development management. This requires an approach to consultation that seeks support for 

the concept of the LDO and its objectives, both among the direct participants; the 

communities affected and wider stakeholders.  

1.38 It is a requirement that LDOs are the subject of local consultation. LDO consultation 

procedures are set out in Article 38 of the Town and Country Planning (Development 

Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015. Consultation must include any person with 

whom the local planning authority would have been required to consult on an application for 

planning permission for the development proposed to be permitted by the LDO.  
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1.39 As part of the preparation of this LDO the following consultation arrangements were 

undertaken: 

• Compliance with the publicity and consultation requirements of Article 38 of the Town and 

Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015 (DMPO) 

which relates specifically to publicity requirements for LDOs; 

• Formal approval to consult on the draft LDO required by the Cabinet Member responsible 

for Planning, under the Leader’s Scheme of Delegation; 

• Compliance with the consultation requirements of Burnley’s Statement of Community 

Involvement; and 

• Direct consultation letters to the stakeholders listed at the end of this document.  

1.40 Consultees were directed to the copy of the draft LDO, a plan and the Statement of Reasons 

published on the Council’s Website. The consultation period was 28 days. 

1.41 Following the expiry of the consultation period all responses received were recorded, 

analysed and assessed. The revised document was then submitted to Secretary of State for 

approval in accordance with the requirements of the DMPO. 

Monitoring and Enforcement 

1.42 This LDO will be subject to on-going monitoring to assess its effectiveness in delivering 

development that supports the Burnley Aerospace Supplier Park. The outcome of the 

monitoring process will be reported annually in the Burnley Annual Monitoring Report. 

1.43 Failure to comply with the terms of the LDO or any other statutory requirements may result in 

appropriate enforcement action being taken by the Council. 
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2. LOCAL DEVELOPMENT ORDER 

Introduction 

2.1 The Burnley Aerospace Supplier Park Development Order covers approximately 34 hectares 

(84 acres) of the Heasandford Industrial Estate which falls within Burnley Borough Council’s 

Local Planning Authority Area. 

2.2 This Local Development Order does not overrule the requirements of any other legislation, 

including but not exclusively, Highways Acts, Environmental Protection Legislation, the 

Equality Act and the Building Regulations. 

Procedure 

2.3 To benefit from the provisions of this LDO, compliant schemes will need to submit a self-

certification form (see Condition 3 below) and a letter of conformity will be issued by the 

Council within 28 days of receipt. Failure by the Local Planning Authority to issue a response 

or a request for further information within the set timescale will be seen as automatic 

acceptance of the proposal. 

2.4 If it is deemed that a formal planning application is required (for development that is not in 

conformity with the LDO but has important economic benefits), and the applicant has entered 

into pre-application discussions with the Council, then priority will be given to the processing 

of the formal application and, where deemed beneficial to the project, will employ an 

enhanced planning regime, which could include the use of a Development Team Approach 

and/or Planning Performance Agreement.  

2.5 For the avoidance of doubt, this Local Development Order does not exclude applicants from 

applying for planning permission for developments that are not permitted by this Order.   

Other Statutory Requirements  

2.6 Whilst the LDO grants planning permission for certain types of development, it will remain the 

responsibility of the developers to ensure that all other statutory requirements beyond the 

scope of the planning system are adhered to.  
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2.7 The LDO does not remove the requirement for consent obtainable under other legislation 

such as Building Regulations, Hazardous Substances Consent or Advertisement Consent, 

and licences from bodies such as Natural England. 

LDO Boundary 

2.8 The area covered by this Local Development Order is highlighted on the map attached at 

Appendix 1.    

Period of Operation 

2.9 The LDO will be in operation permanently, but will be reviewed annually to determine whether 

the document’s status should be maintained.  

Type of Development 

2.10 This Development Order grants planning permission exclusively for specified uses on the 

Burnley Aerospace Supplier Park, with the aim of promoting economic regeneration through 

advanced manufacturing and related technology, together with other related uses which 

support these industries. Planning permission is granted for new build, extensions and change 

of use for the uses set out below. 

2.11 Preferred Uses are: 

• B1(b) research & development / studios / laboratories / high-tech; 

• B1(c) light industry; 

• B2 general industry, specifically modern manufacturing / advanced engineering;  

2.12 The following uses are permitted as ancillary uses as part of schemes proposing the above 

uses: 

• B1(a) offices;  

• B8 storage & distribution (excluding open storage); 

2.13 Development is permitted by the LDO where it is for the purpose of advanced engineering and 

manufacturing, as is set out below. 
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Conditions 

2.14 All development is subject to the following conditions: 

Condition 1 – Suitable Uses 

2.15 Development, falling within Use Class B (as set out in para. 2.11 and 2.12), is permitted by 

the LDO where it is for the purpose of advanced engineering and manufacturing and falls 

within the following SIC Codes:  

• Aerospace (30.3, 28.4, 33.16) 

• General Aviation Services (52.23) 

• High-end automotive including motorsport, electric/alternative energy vehicles, (29.1, 

29.3) 

• Computing, systems engineering and autonomous systems (62.01, 72.1) 

• Advanced flexible materials (13.96, 20.6) 

• Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment (25.4, 25.5 

and 25.6) 

• Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products (26.1) 

• Renewable energy (27.1, 28.11) 

Condition 2 – Complementary Uses 

2.16 Development for advanced engineering or manufacturing purposes or for ancillary, 

complementary or supportive uses which fall outside of the SIC Codes set out in Appendix 2 

is permitted by the LDO, subject to the condition that prior to the commencement of 

development, the developer must notify the Local Planning Authority of its proposal and the 

Local Planning Authority, must be satisfied that the proposed development is for the purpose 

of advanced engineering or manufacturing or ancillary complementary or supportive uses and 

notifies the developer accordingly.  

Condition 3 – Submission Requirements 

2.17 Before commencement of development and in order to ensure compliance with the LDO, all 

proposals which seek to benefit from the provisions of the LDO must complete and submit to 
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the Local Planning Authority the self-certification form attached to this Order (Appendix 2) 

together with the plans and documents as indicated in the checklist. 

2.18 The Council will issue written confirmation of compliance (or non-compliance) within 28 days 

of the receipt of the form or may issue a request for further information. Failure by the Local 

Planning Authority to issue a response or a request for further information within the set 

timescale will be seen as automatic acceptance of the proposal. Thereafter the Local Planning 

Authority should be given 28 days’ notice of an intention to start on site using the form 

attached at (Appendix 3) in order that progress and compliance can be monitored and records 

can be kept of outcomes. 

Condition 4 – Design  

2.19 Development is permitted by the LDO provided that the proposed designs are in accordance 

with the Aerospace Supplier Park Design Code, which is included in Appendix 4 of this 

document. 

Condition 5 – Landscaping 

2.20 Development is permitted by the LDO provided that the proposed landscaping scheme is in 

accordance with the Aerospace Supplier Park Design Code, which is included in Appendix 4 

of this document. 

Condition 6 – Access  

2.21 Access arrangements for proposed development under the LDO shall be submitted to the 

Local Planning Authority for approval (in consultation with the Local Highway Authority) and 

the development shall proceed in accordance with the approved details. The Local Planning 

Authority shall respond within 28 days of receiving the details of the access arrangements and 

if no response is received from the Local Planning Authority within this 28 day period then the 

arrangements shall be deemed to be approved.  

Condition 7 – Transport Statements and Assessments 

2.22 In order to assess the impact of the development on the highway network, a Transport 

Statement / Transportation Assessment and Travel Plan shall be submitted with the Self 

Certification Form in accordance with the following parameters: 

2.23 Transport Statement: 
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• B1 (b) or (c) development up to 2,500 square metres 

• B2 development up to 5,000 square metres 

2.24 Transportation Assessment: 

• B1 (b) or (c) development exceeding 2,500 square metres 

• B2 development exceeding 5,000 square metres 

Condition 8 – Highways Improvements 

2.25 All related highway works on and off site shall be implemented prior to the occupation of each 

phase of development, and all off site highway works shall be implemented pursuant to 

appropriate agreements entered into under the Highways Act 1980 and in accordance with 

details and any mitigation measures submitted to and approved by the Local Planning 

Authority in consultation with the Local Highway Authority.  

Condition 9 – Parking Standards  

2.26 Development shall not exceed standard thresholds (See Appendix 5) unless otherwise 

approved by the Local Planning Authority.  

Condition 10 – Construction Vehicles and Wheel Washing 

2.27 No development shall start until details of wheel scrubbing/wash down facilities to prevent 

mud being deposited onto the public highway during construction works have been submitted 

to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The approved facilities shall be 

permanently retained and used at relevant entrances to the site throughout the course of 

construction works. 

Condition 11 – Biological Heritage 

2.28 No development is permitted within the boundary of the Biological Heritage Site, as 

designated in the Burnley Local Plan (see Appendix 1). 

Condition 12 – Ecology Statement 

2.29 All proposals shall be in accordance with the recommendations set out in the Ecology Study 

included in Appendix 6. 
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2.30 An ecology statement shall be undertaken and submitted with the Self Certification Form to 

inform the design of development, and the incorporation of measures to avoid, mitigate or 

compensate for any likely ecological impacts. The ecology statement (as well as avoidance, 

mitigation and compensation proposals) shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority for 

approval. The Local Planning Authority shall respond within 28 days of receiving the details 

and if no response is received from the Local Planning Authority within this 28 day period then 

the assessment shall be deemed to be approved. The development shall be carried out in 

accordance with the approved details. 

Condition 13 – Ground Contamination 

2.31 A Site Completion Report shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority for approval, prior 

to commencement of development. The Site Completion Report shall validate that all works 

undertaken on site were completed in accordance with those agreed by the LPA. Prior to each 

phase of development approved by the Order commencing, a desk study, investigation and 

remediation strategy to identify any contaminated land on site shall be submitted to and 

approved, in writing, by the local planning authority. The investigation and remediation 

strategy shall include:  

a. A preliminary risk assessment which has identifies all previous uses and potential 

contaminants associated with those uses; a conceptual model of the site indicating 

sources, pathways and receptors which could lead to potentially unacceptable risks 

arising from contamination at the site.  

b. An intrusive ground investigation scheme, to identify any contaminants present and 

includes a detailed assessment of the risk to all receptors that may be affected, 

including those off site.  

c. The results of the site investigation and detailed risk assessment based on the results 

from b) above and shall include options, appraisal and remediation strategy giving full 

details of the remediation measures required and how they are to be undertaken.  

d. A site monitoring and verification plan providing details of the data that will be 

collected in order to demonstrate that the works set out in the remediation strategy in 

c) above have been completed and identifies any requirements for longer-term 

monitoring of pollutant linkages, sampling, maintenance and arrangements for 

contingency action.  

Condition 14 – External Plant and Machinery  
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2.32 All external plant and machinery including air extraction plant shall be enclosed with sound 

insulating materials and / or attenuated in accordance with a scheme to be agreed with the 

Local Planning Authority (LPA). Alternatively such plant and machinery shall only be operated 

between hours agreed in writing with the LPA and shall be maintained accordingly thereafter 

to the satisfaction of the LPA. 

Condition 15 – Coal Mining Risk Assessment 

2.33 Where development falls within a Development High Risk Area, before any development 

starts, a coal mining risk assessment must be submitted to, and approved in writing by, the 

Local Planning Authority. 

2.34 Any further investigation or remedial works (which incorporates an assessment of the 

feasibility of removing the remnant coal during ground works) recommended in the coal 

mining risk assessment as being necessary to ensure the safety and stability of the proposed 

development, shall be implemented before work starts on the development hereby approved. 

Condition 16 – Surface Water Run-off 

2.35 Surface water being discharged into the sewers can have a significant impact on the capacity 

of United Utilities existing infrastructure which may result in a lack of available capacity to 

accommodate new development. For new development foul and surface water should be 

disposed of by separate means, with surface water runoff being restricted to a maximum pass 

forward flow of 5 l/s or Greenfield runoff equivalent to Qbar, unless prior written approval has 

been obtained by United Utilities. Any development must address surface water run-off 

without having any detrimental impact on the existing sewer infrastructure. 
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Appendix 2 Self Certification Form  
/ Proposals Form 
 
Please complete using block capitals and black ink 
 

1. Applicant Name, Address & Contact Details 

Name of Contact:   

Company Name (optional):   
Address: 
  
  
  

Town:   

County:   

Country:   

Postcode:   

Telephone Numbers:   

Landline:   

Mobile:   

E-mail Address:   
 
 
 

2. Agent Name, Address & Contact Details 

Name of Contact:   

Company Name (optional):   
Address: 
  
  
  

Town:   

County:   

Country:   

Postcode:   

Telephone Numbers:   

Landline:   

Mobile:   

E-mail Address:   



 
 
3a  Site addr ess  
 
 
 
 
3a Full Description of the Proposal  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3b Please describe how this proposal will contribut e to the wider aims of the Local 
Development Order to deliver modern manufacturing a nd technology growth 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

4. Pedestrian and Vehicle Access, Roads & Rights of  Way 

Is a new or altered vehicle access proposed to or from the public high way? 
Yes No 

Is a new or altered pedestrian access proposed to or from the public highway? 
Yes No 

Are there any new public roads to be provided within the site? 
Yes No 

Are there any new public rights of way to be provided within or adjacent to the 
site? 

Yes No 

Ado the proposals require any diversions/extinguishments and/or creation of 
rights of way? 

Yes No 

 
If you answered Yes to any of the 
above questions, please show 
details on your plans/drawings and 
state the reference of the 
plan(s)/drawing(s)   



 

5. Design & Materials 
State how this development complies with the terms of the LDO Design Code  
 
 
 
 
 
 
What materials are to be used externally? Include t ype, colour and name for each material: 
 
 

  Proposed Not Applicable Unknown 
Walls        

Roof        

Windows        

Doors        

Boundary Treatments (eg 
fence, walls) 

      

Vehicle Access & Hard -
standing 

      

Lighting        

 
 
 
6. Traffic Generation and Vehicle Parking 
Please provide the anticipated peak hour traffic ge neration figures for this development  

  Arrivals Departures 
0800 - 0900     
Cars     
Service Vehicles     
1630 - 1730     
Cars     
Service Vehicles     
Please provide i nformation on the proposed number of on -site parking spaces:  

Type of Vehicle Total Proposed 
Cars   
Light goods vehicles/public carrier 
vehicles   
Motorcycles   
Disability spaces   
Cycle spaces   
Other (eg Bus)   



 
 
 
7. Biodiversity and Geological Conservation 
 
Is there a reasonable likelihood of the following being affected adversely or conserved and 
enhanced within the site, or on land adjacent to the site: 
 
a) Protected and priority species: 
 
Yes, on the development site 
 
Yes, on land adjacent to or near the proposed development 
 
No 
 
b) Designated sites, important habitats or other biodiversity features: 
 
Yes, on the development site 
 
Yes, on land adjacent to or near the proposed development 
 
c) Features of geological conservation importance: 
 
Yes, on the development site 
 
Yes, on land adjacent to or near the proposed development 
 
No 
 

 
 
 

8. All types of Development: Floorspace 
Use class/type of use  Not applicable  Total gross internal 

floorspace proposed 
(square metres) 

B1 (b) Research and Development     

B1 (c) Light Industrial     

B8 Storage or Distribution     

B1 (Offices)     

OTHER (please specify)     

TOTAL     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
9. Employment  

  Full -time  Part -time  Total gross internal floorspace 
proposed (square metres) 

Existing employees (if 
transferring from another site) 

      

Proposed Employees       

Proposed construction jobs       
 
 
 

10. Site Area 

Please state the site area in hectares (ha) 
 
 
 
 
11. Industrial of Commercial Processes and Machiner y 
Please describe the activities and processes which would be carried out on the site and the end 
product including plant, ventilation or air conditioning. Please include machinery which may be 
installed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

12. Hazardous Substances 
Does the proposal involve the 
use of storage of any of the 
following materials in the 
quantities below? 

yes no Not applicable 

If yes, please provide the amount of each substance that is involved 

Acrylonitrile (tonnes) Ethylene oxide (tonnes) Phosgene (tonnes) 

Ammonia (tonnes) Hydrogen Cyanide (tonnes) Sulphur Dioxide (tonnes) 

Bromine (tonnes) Liquid Oxygen (tonnes) Flour (tonnes) 

Chlorine (tonnes) Liquid petroleum (tonnes) Refined white sugar (tonnes) 
Other:  
 
Amount (tonnes) 
 

Other: 
 
 Amount (tonnes) 
 



 
 
 
13. Landowners Consent 
The landowner's consent must have been sought prior to submitting this scheme. Please provide 
details below 

Name of Owner 
 
 

Address 
 
 
 
 

Date Notice Served on Owner 
 
 
 
 

Signed – Applicant: 
 
 
 

 Or Signed – Agent: 
 
 
 

Date (DD/MM/YYY): 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
14. Supporting Documents - Checklist 
Please read the following checklist to make sure you have sent all the information in support of your 
proposal. 
a. The completed and dated form 

b. The plan which identifies the kind to which the proposal relates drawn to an identified scale and 

showing the direction of North 

c. Other plans and drawings or information necessary to describe the subject of the proposal 

d. Transport Statement /  Assessment & Framework travel Plan 

 
 
 
 
15. Declaration 
I / We hereby apply for certification of compliance with the Burnley Aerospace Supplier Park Local 
Development Order as described in this form and the accompanying plans / drawings and additional 
information. 
Signed - Applicant: 
 
 

Or Signed - Agent: 
 
 

Date (DD/MM/YYY): 
 
 

 
 

  



Appendix 3 – Start on Site Notice 

  



COMMENCEMENT NOTICE 
 

Notice to Burnley Borough Council of commencement o f Development within 

the Former Michelin Site LDO area 

 

Development site 

 

 

Brief Description of Development 

 

 

 

Notice is hereby given to Burnley 
Borough Council that works to 
implement the above LDO Compliant 
Scheme will commence on: 

 

Signed  

For and on behalf (name and address 
of developer) 

 

Date:  

Contact name  

Telephone Number  

Email address  

 

Complete and send this form 

By email to: planning@burnley.gov.uk 

By post to: 

Planning Service 

Burnley Borough Council 

Contact Burnley 

Parker Lane 

Burnley 

BB11 4SY    



Appendix 4 - Design Code 
  



Design Code - Burnley Aerospace Supplier Park 

Introduction 

Good design is good for business. Experience clearly demonstrates the value of well-designed 

buildings, streets and open spaces in creating environments within which people wish to live, work 

and invest. 

Purpose of the Guidance 

This guidance is intended to ensure the delivery of new development to a consistently high standard 

across Burnley Aerospace Supplier Park. This document provides a set of design criteria with which 

new development will be expected to conform. These are divided into general principles and specific 

guidance for the two sites. 

Context 

The Burnley Aerospace Supplier Park site is a relatively open space, clearly focussed on commercial 

and industrial production facilities. It is flanked by a wide residential area to the west. Residential 

properties facing the site are a mix of rendered 2 storey semi-detached homes and bungalows and 

traditional 2 storey natural stone terraces with natural slate roofs. Generally the residential areas are 

shielded from the industrial site by well-established planting, parking and green public spaces. 

Sir John Thursby Community College and Ridgewood Community High School are contemporary 

buildings with sections of coloured renders, cladding and curtain glazing; having recently been 

upgraded as part of the Building for Schools programme.  Adjacent industrial units are a typical mix of 

‘shed type’ styles and palettes. 

Southern and Eastern boundaries are edged by a steep bank which falls down to a river within the 

Biological Heritage sites of Goit and Scrogg’s Wood.  The woods are a popular walking and cycling 

route and separate the site from open countryside to the east and a parcel of green space to the 

south.  Apart from this adjacent area, the development site has minimal remaining features of 

potential environmental or ecological interest and presents a good opportunity for improvement to the 

biodiversity. 

The primary entrance is within the western boundary, from Eastern Avenue onto Bancroft Road.  The 

land parcel running along the southern side of Bancroft Road is relatively flat before it falls sharply 

down towards the woods and river.  Across the road the refurbished Rectella site is a simple, fully 

clad industrial unit which runs the full length of this entrance route. 

The road then gently rises and passes around the Lancashire Digital Technology Centre before 

flattening out to present a large and relatively flat ‘plateau’.  As a result the northern and eastern 



areas of the site, to the side and rear of the Technology Centre, occupy an elevated position with 

opportunities for views over the adjacent countryside.  Like the schools, LDTC has a contemporary 

architectural style with a mix of coloured panels, render and cladding.  The Aircelle structures are 

simple linear industrial forms, generally comprising red-brick walls and coated cladding roofs. 

With the planned development of the site occurring in phases, it is important that some degree of 

cohesion flows through the buildings, whilst responding to the structures already in place and in 

adjacent sites.  This should be done through the use of colour, massing, signage and materials. 

General Principles 

The guiding philosophy for the physical form of new development within Burnley Aerospace Supplier 

Park is for simple built forms within a strong, high quality landscape structure. To be successful, and 

create a successful and attractive environment in the long-term, the approach needs to be 

implemented with conviction. 31 

The design guidance is to formulate a frame-work that assists in delivering a coherent and legible 

development of the whole site. Intrinsic to this is the palette of materials of buildings and landscape, 

signage and furniture, scale and form, entrances and boundaries.  

• Establishing attractive, contemporary entrance points to the estate as a whole and to 

individual plots which will provide a distinctive identity to the site  

• To provide quality developments which employ high standards of sustainability during the 

construction process, operation and life cycle of the buildings  

• Sub division of large buildings to form individual identities  

• Provision of a high quality public realm containing appropriate tree and low level planting, 

paving materials and lighting  

• Distinct and safe circulation network throughout the site for pedestrians and cyclists which 

will encourage the use of non-motorised transport  

• Improvement of existing infrastructure throughout the estate  

• Create modern working environments with quality materials with low maintenance / risk  

Circulation 

The circulation network provides the framework for any place and is a fundamental determinant of 

quality. Adoption of a clear hierarchy of routes to assist legibility and reinforce local character. Main 

public highways will be at one end of the spectrum and parking/service areas at the other. Each stage 

should have a distinctive character achieved through varying the section, materials and landscape 

treatment. 



Roads will be visually simple, free from clutter (such as extraneous signage) and not dominated by 

any single user. 

Pedestrians will be provided with clearly distinguished, direct routes between individual buildings and 

the wider circulation network, including access to public transport. 

Layout 

Buildings should address main circulation routes through the positioning of entrances and active 

frontages onto them.  

There is to be a clear distinction between public and private areas, with the latter located away from 

main circulation routes.  

Service areas and unsightly activities are to be positioned to the rears of properties or visually 

screened with solid barriers and/or landscaping. 

Temporary structures, storage tanks, refuse, fire safety apparatus etc will be concealed within service 

areas. 

Parking 

Addressed separately in LDO Appendix 5 

Architecture 

The design of buildings should incorporate the following design characteristics:  

• Maintain a recognisable consistency in form, materials and colour throughout the site;  

• Use design and materials that create a distinct identity to the site and its occupants;  

• Incorporation of the latest technologies and materials for energy efficiency and reducing 

the carbon foot-print of the development; 

• All materials used should be from a homogeneous palette; and 

• Colour schemes for cladding and materials should be of a palette that enhances uniformity 

to the development. 

Form 

Buildings, or elements of them, will not exceed 15 metres in height. While structures exceeding this 

scale could potentially be appropriate within the Burnley Aerospace Supplier Park, they are likely to 

be exceptions and thereby become landmarks. 



• Tall, landmark buildings are better addressed through the normal planning process. 

• Fenestration should be based upon a large unit commercial rather domestic size. 

• Entrances should be clearly expressed or emphasised to aid legibility. 

• Roofscape is an important component of the composition which, due to the local 

topography, may be visible from various locations. 

• Modular temporary structures are not appropriate. 

Materials 

In the majority of instances a variety of different materials will be suitable as long as they are selected 

in accordance with context. 

In the design of large production or storage facilities, consideration needs to be given to the 

background against which the building will be seen. Those viewed primarily against the sky may 

employ a pale/grey material or use varied range of shades to break up their bulk. 

A restrained palette of materials is to be employed, in line with the materials set out below: 

Brickwork detailing to coordinate with cladding options 

• Staffordshire blue brickwork generally to warehouse buildings at low level 

• Blue Lignacite masonry to office elevations 

• Ibstock buff multi facing brick as contrast detailing 

Windows 

• All windows to be aluminium dark grey frames with grey tinted glazing 

Cladding options 

• Front elevations to have feature Kingspan MR ‘silver’ cladding with masonry elements 

coordinated to signal entrances 

• Warehouse elevations to have vertical/horizontal ‘dark grey’  wide plank or trapezoidal 

contrasted with goose wing grey and feature dark grey trims to add scale to buildings 

• Roller shutter doors to be contrasting in dark grey 

Roof materials 

• Warehouse buildings to be goose wing grey trapezoidal cladding at max. 6 deg roof pitch 

where possible hidden from view with parapet fascia detailing or gable style elevations to 

conceal roof. 



• New build office style buildings to incorporate flat panel parapets to conceal rooflines or 

alternatively on individual standalone office buildings utilise projecting eaves details with 

slate/tile rooflines with 30 degree pitch  

Accessibility 

The design and layout of buildings, circulation routes and spaces will provide safe and convenient 

access for everyone. This will include accessible entrances that avoid the need for separate 

arrangements via a secondary entrance. 

Where proposals involve works to existing buildings, structures and landscapes, opportunities should 

be taken to improve accessibility for all potential users. 

Sustainability 

Buildings and layout will incorporate a range of features that reduce their environmental impact at 

both the construction stage and across the lifetime of operation; these include 

• Maximising the use of natural light to reduce energy consumption by providing high levels 

of fenestration to administration and welfare areas and the incorporation of roof 

lights/traditional north-lights to large areas of deep-plan spaces. 

• Develop buildings to reduce heat loss. 

• Rainwater/grey-water storage and use. 

• Green Roofs 

• Photovoltaic panels and solar thermal for energy generation. 

• Permeable surfacing materials for external areas of hard-standing. 

• Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems where practicable. 

 
Public Art 

The incorporation of public art is encouraged as it provides a means of enhancing the quality of the 

environment and establishing a strong character. Specific advice on appropriate forms of public art, 

location, design and procurement should be sought from the Council’s public art officer. 

Security 

While the need to ensure secure sites is appreciated, a feature of the surrounding area is its open 

landscape. Security measures such as fencing are designed to be as discrete as possible. New 

development will reflect this character. 



• Buildings will be used to form part of a secure perimeter against main circulation routes. It 

is inappropriate to place a building behind a fence line. 

• Internal fences will be of a high quality design, preferably weldmesh with a black finish. 

Palisade or chain-link fences are considered inappropriate. 

• Where fences are required their impact is to be reduced through the use of high quality 

materials and landscape screening. 

• Security lighting will be of a high quality and positioned so as to minimise glare and impact 

on neighbouring activities. 

 
Signage 

Signage across the Burnley Aerospace Supplier Park Burnley Aerospace Supplier Park should be as 

follows: 

• Signage is to be clear, simple and unobtrusive. 

• If illuminated signage is required it is to be achieved through spot or halo lighting. 

• Internally illuminated boxed signs are inappropriate. 

• Advertising hoardings are not suitable for these locations. 

 
Landscape Treatment 

The landscape treatment will reinforce the strong landscape character. Planting will be drawn from a 

predominantly native palette, to enhance local biodiversity, and will contain a mixture of deciduous 

and evergreen species to maintain visual interest across the seasons. 

When preparing landscaping proposals, developers should seek to conserve and enhance the 

biodiversity of the Biological Heritage site.  

Appropriate planting palettes include: 

Ornamental Planting 

Trees 

• Acer campetre ‘streetwise’ 

• Carpinus betulus ‘Frans Fontaine’ 

• Fraxinus excelsior ‘Jaspedea’ 

Shrubs 



• Carpinus betulus (hedge) 

• Choisya ternate 

• Cornus alba ‘Elegantissima’ 

• Cotinus coggyria ‘Royal Purple’ 

• Escallonia ‘Donard Radiance’ 

• Hebe rakaiensis 

• Iris foetidissima 

• Lavandula angustifolia ‘Hidcote’ 

• Phormium ‘Maori Maiden’ 

• Potentilla ‘Abbotswood’ 

• Vinca minor 

Native planting 

Trees 

• Acer campestre 

• Alnus glutinosa 

• Betula pendula 

• Betula pubescens 

• Carpinus betulus 

• Populus tremula 

• Salix alba 

• Tilia cordata 

• Native screen mix 

• Acer campestre 

• Cornus sanguine 

• Corylus avellana 

• Fagus sylvatica 

• Ligustrum vulgare 

Native Hedgerow 



• Acer campestre 

• Corylus avellana 

• Salix fragilis 

• Salix viminalis 

• Low growing native mix 

• Calluna vulgaris 

• Erica tetralix 

• Genista tinctoria 

• Molina caerulea 

• Salix caprea 

• Grass and seed mix 
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Parking Guidance 

 

Car parking 

 

Land Use  Baseline Standard (per m 2 gross floor area)  

  
Gross floor area 
<500m2 or Low 
Accessibility 

Gross floor area >500m 2  

    

Medium 
accessibility 

Reduce baseline 
by 5-15% 

High accessibility  

Reduce baseline 
by 15-35% 

B1 Business     
B1a) & b) Office 
(including call 
centres) & 
Research and 
Development 

1:35 1:37-1:41 

 

1:41-1:54 

 

B1c) Light 
Industry  

 

1:35 

 

1:37-1:41 

 

1:41-1:54 

 

B1 Stand Alone 
Business Parks  

1:40 

  

1:42-1:46 

 

1:46-1:62 

 
B2 General 
Industrial  

1:45 1:47-1:53 1:53-1:69 

B8 Storage and 
Distribution  

1:200 1:210-1:235 1:235-1:308 

 

Mobility Parking 

Unless otherwise specified parking for the mobility impaired should be made at a minimum 
level of 1 per 10 car spaces as part of overall provision. Provision at less than 1:10 should 
be agreed with the Local Planning Authority following consultation with disability groups on 
individual applications and subject to suitable alternatives being available. 
 
Motorcycle parking 

A minimum of 1 per 25 car spaces is required. Long-stay covered, secure parking will be 
required on all developments employing 30 or more full or part-time staff. 
 
Cycle Parking 

The minimum level is 1 per 10 car spaces. Long-stay covered, secure cycle parking will be 
required on all developments employing 30 or more full or part-time staff. 
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